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Introduction
•

ML is powerful paradigm for optimal and automated control and calibration
• real-time control for detectors = online data processing/selection (triggering)
• real-time control for accelerators = eﬀicient beam operation

•

ML is computationally expensive — but less expensive than data movement

•

Plan for this talk
*Will not make the case for ML or real-time processing, hopefully you’ve already been convinced!

•
•
•

Discuss system architecture considerations for ML deployment in real-time systems
Present a few examples - across the full spectrum
Open-ended thoughts on future challenges
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Outline
•
•

•

System level goals and constraints
• Bandwidth, latency, and processing technologies
ML in trigger — techniques and examples
• Optimized algorithms, implementations, tools (see Dylan’s talk)
• Examples:
• Reconﬁgurable ASICs (see Farah’s talk)
• CMS Muon Trigger
• SONIC
Open challenges and food for thought
• Continuous learning (w/accelerator control example)
• Training samples - online learning, transfer learning, domain adaptation
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Adapted from Horowitz

Moving data is expensive

Universal struggle — reduce data as close to the source as possible vs important data FOMO
ML gets us closer to enjoying the best of both worlds?
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An example of an extremely heterogeneous real-time system
CMS Experiment
40MHz collision rate
~1B detector channels

FPGA filter stack
~μs latency

Pb/s
40MHz

10s Gb/s
~5 kHz

On-detector
ASIC compression

10s Tb/s
100s kHz

~100ns latency

On-prem CPU/GPU
filter farm
~100 ms latency
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Worldwide
computing grid

Exabyte-scale
datasets
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Worldwide
computing grid

Exabyte-scale
datasets

Slides from Jin, Phil
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Heterogeneous, hardware-constrained multi-tiered systems
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tive interface to the track finder if required in the future. In the case of the GMT, the choice
to align the TMUX period with that of the track finder is motivated by the main processing
task of this system: correlate tracks and muon information. The firmware resource estimations
indicate that lighter hardware is required (See Section 5.3).

LHC L1 FPGA Trigger as task-based event processing

Figure 5.12: Diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The calorimeter trigger
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LHC L1 FPGA Trigger as task-based event processing

Each little box is a customized compute microarchitecture for a
speciﬁc task - a huge job
Can we make ML easily accessible at this stage?
What about when we leave custom embedded systems and go to oﬀthe-shelf computing? How to integrate options beyond CPU? GPU?

Figure 5.12: Diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The calorimeter trigger
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Guiding principles
•

I have yet to talk about any speciﬁc (ML) algorithm or network architecture — there are many
approaches, existent and in development
• Very interesting to see the many diﬀerent ideas in this workshop

•

Designing a real-time, resource/latency constrained system adds additional axes of
optimization — try to build an adaptable, ﬂexible, scalable system
• Accessible at each layer of data processing
• ML provides powerful data reduction techniques, has the potential to account for unknown
unknowns
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Efficient ML in trigger
— techniques and examples
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{algorithms, implementations, tool ﬂows for}

Efficient ML in trigger
— techniques and examples
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Algorithms:
e.g. AlexNet to SqueezNet/OnceForAll, NAS

Implementations:
e.g. Quantization, Pruning, Dataﬂow

Tool ﬂows:
e.g. IRs, synthesis, EDA

design framework. Co-design involves multi-disciplinary collaboration that takes into account the interdependencies among
vice physics, architectures, and the software stack for developing information processing
16systems of the future. Such
ure DOE needs in computing, power grid management, and science facility workloads.

hls4ml: a codesign workﬂow!

fastmachinelearning.org/hls4ml

See Dylan Rankin’s talk!
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Examples
•
•
•

The frontest end of the detector - reconﬁgurable ASIC data compression
Level-1 FPGA trigger deployment
Eﬀicient deployment of coprocessors in trigger
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AI ASIC

•
•
•

Di Guglielmo, Fahim, Herwig, et al, arXiv: 2105.01683

Enable more computationally complex compression algorithms
Customize the compression algorithm per sensor location
Adapt the algorithm for changing conditions, new ideas

Fixed algorithm architecture, but allow
weights to be reconﬁgurable

Requirements
Rate

40 MHz

Total ionizing dose

200 Mrad

High energy hadron flux
Metric

1 × 107 cm2/s

Simulation

Target

48 mW

<100 mW

1.2 nJ

N/A

Area

2.88 mm2

<4 mm2

Gates

780k

N/A

Power
Energy / inference

See Farah Fahim’s talk!

Open questions, how to optimally build latent space, use representation downstream?
Latency

50 ns

<100 ns
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e-2, the endcap muon detectors will be upgraded with three GEM chambers ME0, GE1/1,
1 and two improved RPC (iRPC) chambers RE3/1 and RE4/1 on each side (see Fig. 3.19)
mproved resolution in forward directions. The ME0 chamber, combined with the silicon
er, will also extend the pseudorapidity range up to |h | = 2.8. The overlap region, defined
98
e pseudorapidity range of 0.83 < |h | < 1.24, is covered partly by the barrel and partly by
ndcap detectors. Muon System (including upgrade)

Case study: muon trigger upgrade
Phase-2 Simulation
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e 3.19: Schematic view of the Phase-2 CMS muon detector system. A quadrant cross
(i)RPC Trigger Primitives
14
brieuc.francois@cern.ch
n with h > 0 and f = 901 is shown. The new Phase-2 detectors (in orange, red, and
e) are installed in the most forward region of the detector.
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More discussion on this later…
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Compute acceleration
Algorithm

Domain

ML

Integration

as a Service
(aaS)

direct
connect

Hardware

CPU

GPU

FPGA

ASIC

…

How to accommodate an unknown number of algorithms on an unknown hardware platform?
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SONIC

Services for Optimized Network Inference on Coprocessors

Flexible - optimize the hardware based on task; no need
to support many ML frameworks in experiment software
Adaptable - right-size the system to the task, you choose
the number of coprocessors based on computing needs

COPROCESSOR #1
(GPU,FPGA,ASIC)

COPROCESSOR #2
(GPU,FPGA,ASIC)

Network

Scalable - coprocessor need not be co-located next to
existing CPU infrastructure; common software framework
COPROCESSOR #3
(GPU,FPGA,ASIC)

NCPU != Ncoprocessor
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Results
Demonstrated significant and efficient
acceleration of LHC/ProtoDUNE tasks
Broad range of tasks — cluster calibration, jet tagging,
cosmics ID, Graph NNs
Deployed on-premises, in the cloud, and at HPC - exploring
all types of new hardware (FPGA, GPU, TPU, …)
References:
arXiv:1904.08986
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arXiv:2009.04509
arXiv:2010.08556
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Open-ended thoughts and
future challenges
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Continuous learning setup

FNAL, JLab, PNNL, UCSD collaboration
arXiv: 2011.07371
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TABLE II. Fermilab Booster surrogate model, which learns
JLab,
PNNL, UCSD
toFNAL,
reproduce
the environment
in terms collaboration
of the three timeseries variables, one of which determines the reward as given
arXiv:
in Eq. 4. The input LSTM layer
receives2011.07371
five values, describing the current state B:IMINER, B:LINFRQ, B:VIMIN, I:IB,
and I:MDAT40. The output layer is a prediction of B:IMINER,
B:LINFRQ, B:VIMIN.

Continuous learning setup

Layer

Layer Type

Outputs

Activation

Parameters

1

LSTM

256

tanh

416,768

2

LSTM

256

tanh

525,312

3

LSTM

256

tanh

525,312

4

dense

3

linear

771

···

···

···

1,468,163

Total

FIG. 5. Loss function as a function of the number of training
epochs for the Booster LSTM surrogate model. The blue line
gives the loss values for training sample and the orange line
is the calculated loss using validation samples.

torical patterns of the time-series data, and thus achieve
high accuracy in prediction.
The LSTM surrogate model was developed and implemented using the Keras library [92]. We used the Adam
optimizer [93] and a cost function of the mean squared
error (MSE) of the predictions. The total number of data
samples used for the analysis of the LSTM surrogate was
250,000 time steps from March 10, 2020, which we split
into two non-overlapping data sets composed of 175,000
time steps for training and 75,000 time steps for testing.
These data sets were then processed to allow 150 time
step look-back, 1 time step look-forward as mentioned
above.
The training samples were then further split using a
K-fold cross-validation method: we defined five crossvalidation folds that split the training and validation in a
80%/20% split. This technique was used in order to estimate how the surrogate model is expected to perform in
general as well as to monitor over-fitting. While this sort
of cross-validation was performed on the same segment of
data in this implementation, we plan to cross-validate on
di↵erent data samples when training the surrogate model
in the future, at a larger scale. The loss values from the
validation sample were used to determine if the learn-

LSTM-based
network
using
FIG. 6. Selected test data (blue) versus prediction values
(orange) from the Booster LSTM surrogate model. New data
Deep Q-learning
framework
is fed into the trained surrogate model at each time step.
for surrogate model to mimic
dictions for a selected time window are shown in Fig. 6.
behavior of Booster
Based on the great similarity of these results, the surro-
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gate model was deemed adequate to use for initial train-
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MLP architecture found to be optimal for
GMPS 1 time step look-forward as mentioned
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control problem in the context of RL studies
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in Section V. However, the conclusions of theThe
studies
de- samples were then further split using a
training
scribed above may be extended to moreK-fold
complex
NN
cross-validation
method: we defined five crossalgorithms providing improved GMPS performance
in that split the training and validation in a
validation folds
tandem with the experience gained through
future data80%/20%
split. This technique was used in order to estitaking campaigns.
mate how the surrogate model is expected to perform in
The simplest extension to the single MLP
solution,
general
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inference with multiple copies of the network in paraldata in this implementation, we plan to cross-validate on
lel on the FPGA. Each NN may be programmed with a
di↵erentamong
data samples when training the surrogate model
unique set of weights, allowing for disagreement
in the future,
the models, where additional voter logic determined
the at a larger scale. The loss values from the
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sample were used to determine if the learnfinal action to be taken by the control system.
This may
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model proposed in Section V B requires an efficient, but
TABLE II. Fermilab Booster surrogate model, which learns
adjustable, implementation of NN algorithms, strongly
JLab,
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in terms collaboration
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arXiv:
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five values, deweights fixed and
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the computational
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B:LINFRQ,
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the basic elements of an FPGA and how a deep NN calculation can beLayer
efficiently
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Layer
Type to Outputs
Activation Parameters
circuit (§VI B); present an implementation of the DQN
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LSTM
256
tanh
416,768
MLP described above in Section V and the impact of
LSTM
256
tanh
525,312
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and lastly discuss
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extensions of the implementation
more
3
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256
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Elements of NN Inference

The structure of an MLP is a series of alternating linFIG. 5. Loss function as a function of the numberear
of training
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epochs for the Booster LSTM surrogate model. The
blue
line
layer
mapping
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orange
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gallery
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Challenges
Conﬁguration like this with reconﬁgurable
weights can be expensive, what about partially
reconﬁgurable weights/activiations?
e.g. tiny transfer learning, https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.11622

Data movement is expensive!
Can training data be transient?
Should we put the training hardware closer?

Is an optimized implementation able to
generalize to all detector/accelerator
conditions?
e.g. https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.11289
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Outlook
•

Real-time ML deployment still evolving — but it’s very promising!
• A lot of progress, quickly

•

In rapidly moving space, considerations for system design that is both performant but ﬂexible
Examples given from sensor integration front-end, to FPGA ﬁlter stack, to coprocessors

•

•

How to balance optimized performance and hardware implementations with generalizability
and interpretability?
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